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1: # http://www.flyingmachinestudios.com/programming/minimax/
2:
3: # This is a pretty naive implementation of Tic-Tac-Toe meant to
4: # demonstrate the minimax algorithm. Note that it takes awhile to
5: # start up - 30 seconds on a 2010 mac book air. Also note that the
6: # Ruby isn’t all that great as Ruby, but I don’t care as long as it
7: # illustrates the algorithm well.
8: #
9: # You can see that there’s a hard-coded assumption that the AI is the
10: # X player, means that no human will ever be able to win. I’m positive
11: # that is only a small taste of what is to come, once robots take
12: # over the world.
13:
14: class GameState
15:   attr_accessor :current_player, :board, :moves, :rank
16:
17:   def initialize(current_player, board)
18:     self.current_player = current_player
19:     self.board = board
20:     self.moves = []
21:   end
22:
23:   def rank
24:     @rank ||= final_state_rank || intermediate_state_rank
25:   end
26:
27:   # this is only ever called when it’s the AI’s (the X player) turn
28:   def next_move
29:     moves.max{ |a, b| a.rank <=> b.rank }
30:   end
31:
32:   def final_state_rank
33:     if final_state?
34:       return 0 if draw?
35:       winner == "X" ? 1 : -1
36:     end
37:   end
38:
39:   def final_state?
40:     winner || draw?
41:   end
42:
43:   def draw?
44:     board.compact.size == 9 && winner.nil?
45:   end
46:
47:   def intermediate_state_rank
48:     # recursion, baby
49:     ranks = moves.collect{ |game_state| game_state.rank }
50:     if current_player == ’X’
51:       ranks.max
52:     else
53:       ranks.min
54:     end
55:   end  
56:
57:   def winner
58:     @winner ||= [
59:      # horizontal wins
60:      [0, 1, 2],
61:      [3, 4, 5],
62:      [6, 7, 8],
63:
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64:      # vertical wins
65:      [0, 3, 6],
66:      [1, 4, 7],
67:      [2, 5, 8],
68:
69:      # diagonal wins
70:      [0, 4, 8],
71:      [6, 4, 2]
72:     ].collect { |positions|
73:       ( board[positions[0]] == board[positions[1]] &&
74:         board[positions[1]] == board[positions[2]] &&
75:         board[positions[0]] ) || nil
76:     }.compact.first
77:   end
78: end
79:
80: class GameTree
81:   def generate
82:     initial_game_state = GameState.new(’X’, Array.new(9))
83:     generate_moves(initial_game_state)
84:     initial_game_state
85:   end
86:
87:   def generate_moves(game_state)
88:     next_player = (game_state.current_player == ’X’ ? ’O’ : ’X’)
89:     game_state.board.each_with_index do |player_at_position, position|
90:       unless player_at_position
91:         next_board = game_state.board.dup
92:         next_board[position] = game_state.current_player
93:
94:         next_game_state = GameState.new(next_player, next_board)
95:         game_state.moves << next_game_state
96:         generate_moves(next_game_state)
97:       end
98:     end
99:   end
100: end
101:
102: class Game
103:   def initialize
104:     @game_state = @initial_game_state = GameTree.new.generate
105:   end
106:
107:   def turn
108:     if @game_state.final_state?
109:       describe_final_game_state
110:       puts "Play again? y/n"
111:       answer = gets
112:       if answer.downcase.strip == ’y’
113:         @game_state = @initial_game_state
114:         turn
115:       else
116:         exit
117:       end
118:     end
119:
120:     if @game_state.current_player == ’X’
121:       puts "\n==============="
122:       @game_state = @game_state.next_move
123:       puts "X’s move:"
124:       render_board
125:       turn
126:     else
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127:       get_human_move
128:       puts "The result of your move:"
129:       render_board
130:       puts ""
131:       turn
132:     end
133:   end
134:
135:   def render_board
136:     output = ""
137:     0.upto(8) do |position|
138:       output << " #{@game_state.board[position] || position} "
139:       case position % 3
140:       when 0, 1 then output << "|"
141:       when 2 then output << "\n-----------\n" unless position == 8
142:       end
143:     end
144:     puts output
145:   end
146:
147:   def get_human_move
148:     puts "Enter square # to place your ’O’ in:"
149:     position = gets
150:
151:     move = @game_state.moves.find{ |game_state| game_state.board[position.to_i] == ’O’ 

}
152:
153:     if move
154:       @game_state = move
155:     else
156:       puts "That’s not a valid move"
157:       get_human_move
158:     end
159:   end
160:
161:   def describe_final_game_state
162:     if @game_state.draw?
163:       puts "It was a draw!"
164:     elsif @game_state.winner == ’X’
165:       puts "X won!"
166:     else
167:       puts "O won!"
168:     end
169:   end
170: end
171:
172: Game.new.turn
173:
174: # ADDED COMMENTARY CS3342 160203
175: # 3 class definitions, lines 14 (GameState), 80 (GameTree), and 102 (Game).
176: # class Game is the main.  it is invoked on line 172 where a new object of 
177: # this type is created and then the method turn invoked.
178: #
179: # ** GENERAL NOTE ON NAMES **
180: # <name characters> = [a-zA-Z0-9_]
181: # <local block variable name> = [a-z] <name characters>*
182: # <method name> = [a-z] <name characters>*
183: # <object instance variable name> = @ <name characters>+
184: # <class variable name> = @@ <name characters>+
185: # <constant name> = [A-Z] <name characters>*
186: # classes and modules are viewed as constants
187: # <global variable name> = $ <name characters>+
188: #
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189: # Game.new.turn, the Game.new triggers Games initialize method (line 103)
190: # which does Gametree.new.generate to trigger generate (line 81), which
191: # creates a new GameState triggering initialize in GameState (line 17).
192: #
193: # after initial_game_state is initialized, generate_moves is invoked (line
194: # 83) and initial_game_state is returned (line 84) which becomes 
195: # @game_state in the class Game.  
196: #
197: # looking at generate_moves (line 87) we see next_player is updated by a 
198: # C-style conditional expression that uses current_player in game_state.
199: # note current_player was created on line 15 of GameState using 
200: # attr_accessor (which takes a symbol (:current_player), creates a variable
201: # (@current_player), a method that reads the variable (current_player), and
202: # a method that writes the variable (current_player=).  [note that 
203: # attr_accessor is a method that a class evaluates upon creation.]  without 
204: # the read and write methods, the instance variable wouldn’t be easily 
205: # accessible outside the object. so, attr_accessor is a method that creates
206: # methods.
207: # 
208: # line 89: the board field of game_state is an array.  each_with_index
209: # is taking the parameterized block do |player_at ...end end and executing
210: # the block on each of the value,index pairs.  unless is like if not.
211: # line 91: dup makes a shallow copy of the array.
212: # line 95: << adds to the end of the array moves.
213: # line 96: recursive call to generate_moves
214: #
215: # having built the game_state, line 172 then invokes the turn method (line
216: # 107).  turn first checks to see if the game is over by invoking
217: # GameState’s final_state? (line 39), which invokes winner (line 57)
218: # line 58 sets (||=) @winner if it is nil (unset) or false.  collect
219: # (line 72) creates a new array from applying the block to each of
220: # the positions (3 value arrays in this case).  (line 75) false || nil
221: # is nil (true || nil is true).  (line 76: compact removes nil entries
222: # from array.  first on an empty array returns nil.
223: #
224: # other oddities.  0.upto(8) is another way to create an enumerator that
225: # can then be invoked with a block.
226: #
227: # line 139 gives us an example of a case statement.  note the use of
228: # unless on line 141.
229: #
230: # line 33 shows us if end.  line 50 shows us if else end.  line 162
231: # shows us if elsif else end.
232: #
233: # line 136: note output is not a keyword.  here we make it a string,
234: # then on line 138 << concatenates to it.  note #{} being used to
235: # evaluate an expression in a string ‘object’.
236: #
237:


